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An appeal to supersede the slave trade triangle in English
museums
Sophie Campbell

School of Cultures, Languages and Area Studies, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

ABSTRACT
In 2007 several permanent museum galleries were created in
England that discuss the subject of the transatlantic slave trade
and slavery. This article critiques one recurring image within many
of these sites: the diagrams of the slave trade triangle. Drawing on
analyses of the slave trade by historians, from Eric Williams to
recent contributions, as well as understanding of the behaviour of
museum visitors, it appeals to museums for more complex
diagrams to be included in future installations at public history
sites. Methodologically, close analysis of current museum
installations frames exploration of the historical complexities and
geographic expanse of enslavement-associated commerce, a term
coined within the article. Future diagrams reflecting these
complications will more accurately represent historical scholarship
and the importance of enslaved labour to global commerce, rather
than understating this by focusing solely on the slave trade triangle.

KEYWORDS
Slave trade triangle;
enslavement-associated
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Introduction

2020 saw the subject of Britain’s slavery past, and memory of it, become a topic of inter-
mittent national conversation. In June 2020, a Victorian statue of Edward Colston (1636–
1721) – who profited from early English slave trading – was torn down by Black Lives
Matter protestors in Bristol, garnering international attention. In the following months,
both the National Trust and Historic England have released reports highlighting sites con-
nected to slavery, with the National Trust’s interim report in particular attracting media
attention.1 The research for both reports began before the removal of the Colston
statue and reflect that this recent activity is not a sudden explosion. Rather, interest
and activity has been building since the 1990s and is punctuated with moments of
strong public consciousness and heritage interventions – particularly 2007 and potentially
2020. This recent moment of consciousness may lead to new physical installations, such as
a museum of slavery in London, which Sadiq Khan – as the Mayor of London – endorsed
proposals for in 2019. On the other hand, little may be installed before 2033–2034, to
mark the bicentenary of the abolition of slavery in the British Caribbean. Whether they
are acting now or will subsequently, this article encourages curators, and academic
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advisors, not to perpetuate simple slave trade triangle diagrams, and instead to supersede
them with more complex imagery.

In her recently released book, Slavery in the Age of Memory, Ana Lucia Araujo conceives
“public history as an approach developed by professional and academic historians that
seeks to make the various dimensions of the past accessible to general audiences.”2

This article is intended to aid such public history by compiling various historical argu-
ments for the consideration of those responsible for the presentation to wider audiences.
Therefore, while it acknowledges scholarly work on public memory, it focuses on historical
scholarship to dismantle the dominant image of a simple triangle through revealing the
complexities of enslavement-associated commerce, a term coined within the article.

It views the diagrams as particularly problematic due to the perception that museum
visitors “graze” exhibits. In contrast to normal visitor behaviour, this article follows close
analysis of the text, visuals, interactive tools and placement used in museum installations,
that have been observationally studied by the author during multiple research trips
between 2018 and 2019. It does not focus on curatorial decision making, or rely on
behind-the-scenes interviews, but rather it considers what the majority of visitors encoun-
ter within the space. Future visitor surveys, at the sites, would further determine what visi-
tors are learning from these installations and how urgent the need to supersede the
common slave trade triangle is. While I am conscious that these diagrams are not exclu-
sively used in English museums, these are the focus of this critique. This is not just for
researcher convenience, but because they form a relatively coherent grouping. Other
international museums were not impacted by the 2007 British bicentenary, which will
be discussed further; whilst within Britain, Scotland and Wales have complex variations
of histories, memories, and identities. Despite the differences in governance, size and
audiences among the museums discussed, there is commonality in the use of these
diagrams.

The following sections outline current installations and why they are particularly pro-
blematic when considering visitor practice, before detailing the importance and complex-
ities of enslavement-associated commerce. This leads to in-depth examination of
particular elements of the current diagrams. The first section of current museum installa-
tion analysis focuses on trade in the North Atlantic and highlights the importance of
enslaved labour to commerce within the region. The second section explores wider geo-
graphies, which are currently largely neglected in the museum diagrams, to stress that
enslavement-associated commerce reached beyond the British North Atlantic, beyond
the Atlantic Ocean and inland away from the oceans. The article closes by offering
some recommendations for future exhibitions. Changing these representations will
assist visitors’ understanding of the importance of enslaved labour to global commerce
and the scale of involvement in enslavement-associated commerce.

Tracing and contesting the slave trade triangle

As of the end of 2020, there are numerous museums which explore transatlantic slavery
within England, though the International Slavery Museum in Liverpool is the only one
dedicated to the subject. Other substantial galleries on the slave trade and slavery can
be found within Greater London at the Museum of London Docklands and the National
Maritime Museum. In Bristol – the third largest slave-trading port in England, after
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Liverpool and London, in terms of departing slaving voyages – there are also exhibits at M
Shed and the Georgian House Museum. Wilberforce House Museum in Hull also has mul-
tiple small galleries exploring enslavement, and there are exhibitions in the smaller his-
toric slaving port of Lancaster. Several of these installations – including the larger ones
in Liverpool and London – opened or re-opened in 2007 for the bicentenary of the abol-
ition of the British transatlantic slave trade. In addition to these major permanent sites,
there were widespread temporary commemorations.3

Between 2007 and 2012 the bicentenary installations collectively received numerous
academic responses.4 Since then scholarly interest in slavery memory in England, as
well as internationally, has persisted. For example, Alan Rice – with Johanna Kardux
– continued work on slavery’s memorial landscapes, in the introduction to a 2012
special issue of this journal, while in 2013 English Heritage published a book on
Slavery and the British Country House.5 At University College London, historians, led
by Catherine Hall, developed a database of plantation owners and published an accom-
panying edited book, highlighting how their wealth impacted Britain.6 Their project
draws attention to the commercial, cultural, historical, imperial, physical and political
“legacies of British slave-ownership.” The 2016 volume on Britain’s History and
Memory of Transatlantic Slavery also builds on that database, while focusing on
memory.7 In 2018 and 2019, Olivette Otele – the first black woman to become a Pro-
fessor in the UK – also published chapters on British memory of slavery, including that
around Edward Colston.8 Further publications followed in 2020. Araujo’s Slavery in the
Age of Memory, discusses Colston and the Georgian House Museum in Bristol as well as
the International Slavery Museum in Liverpool.9 Jessica Moody has also published a
new book on The Persistence of Memory which focuses on Liverpool, and provides a
summary of other work which “interrogates slavery and memory in relation to place
and identity in Britain.”10 Yet, despite their proliferation in 2007, none of this work
closely critiques the focus of this article: the slave trade triangle, or triangular trade dia-
grams, which I will refer to simply as triangles.

The triangles are one recurring representational tool frequently used, in various forms
from school textbooks to the museums discussed here, due to their “diagrammatic sim-
plicity.”11 These installations are often large and colourful visual diagrams that depict tri-
angular trade between Europe, West Africa and the Americas, particularly the Caribbean.
For example, at the Museum of London Docklands a display, entitled “Triangle Trade,” fea-
tures a large simple triangular diagram with unlabelled arrows connecting London, West
Africa and the Caribbean. At M Shed, in Bristol, the phrase “The Great Circuit” is used and
more detail is provided on what was traded, as the arrows are made up of the goods
traded as written words, but the diagram still depicts a simple triangle. The phrase
“The Triangle Trade” also hangs above the main exhibit at Lancaster Maritime Museum,
where further triangles are visual features within the displays. In Hull at Wilberforce
House, the title “The Triangular Trade” is used again above a large, colourful triangular
diagram (Figure 1).

This triangle faces visitors as they first enter the room, and clearly visually illustrates the
trade of “Manufactured Goods” to Africa, “Enslaved Africans” to the Caribbean and “Raw
Materials (sugar, cotton, tobacco)” to Britain, or Europe more widely. Further detail is pro-
vided in accompanying large text, but this is not embedded in the image. These triangles
are recurring representational tools at present.
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I do not argue that a triangular trade in the Atlantic did not exist, but rather that the
above triangle was one of several interwoven trades that formed a more complex geogra-
phy of exchange. I also acknowledge that the slave trade triangle is a recognised abstract
idea which illustrates enslavement-dependent trade between three continents, and that
such triangles have become powerful “shorthand” explanations for the transatlantic slave
trade and slavery.12 However, while the triangles reflect a “basic underlying structure,”
and powerfully highlight goods produced by enslaved labourers in the Caribbean, they
are problematically overly simple.13 Especially since, as Miles Ogborn observes, “it is cer-
tainly not the case that all ships engaged in Atlantic trade sailed all legs of this triangular
course like some nightmarish and never-ending merry-go-round.”14 The consequence of
this simplicity is not just misinformation, but also that the triangles understate the impor-
tance of enslaved labour to global commerce.

Their problematic simplicity is exacerbated by the fact that they are often large and
colourful eye-catching elements of the exhibits, which are situated prominently and
framed by large text repeating the message that the trade was triangular. This is particu-
larly concerning when considering that museums believe their visitors will not read and
absorb every element of their exhibits. While some researchers have highlighted that it is
difficult to observe when and what a visitor is reading and group interactions, the idea
that “people don’t read labels” is “a part of museum folklore.”15 It remains widely accepted
that “regardless of museum size, it is known that relatively few visitors to museums actu-
ally read textual object labels.”16 In terms of the lack of reading more broadly, Beverly

Figure 1. “The Triangular Trade” diagram at Wilberforce House Museum. Photo taken by author (April
2019). Courtesy of Hull Culture and Leisure Ltd.
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Serrell found that “it appears typical for diligent visitors [who she describes as people who
stopped at more than half of the available elements within an exhibit] to make up less
than one-third of the exhibition’s audience.”17 Instead visitors “skip elements” and “few
exhibitions are thoroughly used.”18 To put it another way, several visitors “graze –
reading a few labels and moving on, often ignoring the panels.”19 This grazing behaviour
will be particularly true for visitors who cannot read English fluently. Anecdotally, whilst
on research trips to my case study museums, in order to study every detail in the space, I
remained much longer than the other visitors who were grazing. The belief that visitors
do not absorb every element of the exhibits underpins why the simplicity of the eye-
catching diagrams are particularly problematic. Further details on the complexity of trans-
atlantic trading are often provided in text positioned nearby the large triangles, but if visi-
tors do not read the text, they will leave with a curtailed understanding of how and why
transatlantic slavery worked, and without an appreciation of the vast scale of involvement
in enslavement-associated commerce.

The depictions in museums are visual representations of a common phrase: the tri-
angular trade. It is well established in the collective vernacular, and schoolchildren are
taught, when slavery is covered, that “the slave trade […] operated in a triangular
way.”20 This understanding developed in the twentieth century, and is mapped by B.W.
Higman in his discussion of models and metaphors in Writing West Indian Histories.21

Higman dates the “earliest identified mention” of a “triangular trade route” to F. Lee
Benns and his 1920 dissertation, though it identified a triangular route between Britain,
the United States and the West Indies.22 Later, in 1928, Charles W. Taussig described an
eighteenth century “triangular trade in molasses, rum and slaves” with points in New
England, Africa and theWest Indies’ in Rum, Romance and Rebellion.23 In the late twentieth
century the triangular trade from New England was further examined.24 The multiple uses
of the phrase highlight that the Atlantic Ocean was home to several overlapping trades –
including various triangles – during this period. The commonality comes in that in both
England and New England, the trade in enslaved people from West Africa to the Carib-
bean provided “the base of the triangle.”25

The triangle linking Britain, West Africa and the plantation colonies is dated by Higman
to the 1930s and “this version of the concept quickly became common knowledge.”26

Soon after, “the triangular-trade concept quickly entered museum culture and textbook
histories” in Britain, including an exhibit in Liverpool for the 1951 Festival of Britain.27

Higman notes that “this simple model soon came under question in terms of its long-
term feasibility and frequency,” but that despite these challenges “the idea was not
easily exterminated.”28 Its power within public history was demonstrated when it came
to the the design and installation of the 2007 museum exhibits, within which the triangle
often persisted. Here I aim to prevent a continuation of this imagery, by appealing that
they be superseded by more complex visual diagrams through synthesising academic his-
torical work.

The importance and complexities of enslavement-associated commerce

Between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries it is estimated that over twelve million
enslaved people forcibly embarked on slaving ships on the African coast.29 This notorious
practice continued for centuries because the transportation of human beings for enslaved
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labour was perceived as being financially worthwhile for numerous stakeholders across an
interwoven trade network. Race-based enslaved labour was an integral part of the global
economy from the 1500s through to the 1800s, and enslavement-associated commerce
embroiled many more people than just those directly involved in the triangular trade.

In attempts to encompass this wider involvement scholars have used phrases including
the “integrated transatlantic [or Atlantic] economy” and “transatlantic slave economy.”30

While these reflect the economic focus, they also imply a limited geography – by includ-
ing Atlantic or transatlantic –which neglects wider global connections. In her book on the
northern US state of Rhode Island, Christy Clark-Pujara uses the term the “business of
slavery,” which she defines as “all economic activity that was directly related to the main-
tenance of slaveholding in the Americas.”31 In earlier work on New England, Ronald Bailey
used the concept of “slave(ry) trade” to encompass “the slave trade and slavery-related
commerce.”32 Whilst these phrases do allude to the fact that transatlantic slavery was
central to wider commerce, I use enslavement-associated commerce.

This phrasing consciously uses enslavement rather than slavery to linguistically high-
light that at the centre of this narrative were enslaved human beings, and enslavers
who practiced and profited from their enslavement. The contribution of the enslaved
has been historically “invisibilised,” to use Lubaina Himid’s term, and this phrasing empha-
sises that the expansive interwoven and interdependent network of commerce should be
associated with the enslaved labour of millions of African people.33 Associated commerce
is intended to cover many direct and indirect connections, as well as allowing for inclusion
of wider neglected geographies beyond the Atlantic. It encompasses not only trades in
enslaved human beings, but various further connected trades in supplying goods and ser-
vices to plantations or for barter for enslaved Africans, as well as feeding domestic and
industrial demand for goods cultivated by enslaved labourers.

This appeal for presenting more complex diagrams of enslavement-associated com-
merce builds on various historians’ work. One foundational influence is Eric Williams’
Capitalism and Slavery in which he argued, nearly eighty years ago, that slaving and
enslaved labour underpinned an expansive trade network. Williams’ seminal work fea-
tures chapters on “British Commerce and the Triangular Trade,” and “British Industry
and the Triangular Trade” which – while both using the phrase “triangular trade” –
explore much more expansive connections.34 The intracies of Williams work – particularly
around the link between enslaved labour and the Industrial Revolution and whether
slavery had become an economic impediment at the time of abolition – have been,
and continue to be, both supported and critiqued by various historians.35 While it has
been critiqued as a polemic piece, his work remains foundational for considering the
large scale importance of enslaved labour in the Carribbean to British commerce.

Focusing on British involvement in enslavement-associated commerce, Williams
observed that in addition to shipbuilders, the trading ships required ropes, candles and
crews and carried manufactured goods from throughout Britain, including metal wares
and textiles.36 Ships also returned with cotton, for industry, and consumer goods that
were enjoyed across the nation such as sugar, rum, tobacco and mahogany. These
imported goods were all cultivated by enslaved labour and met increasing demand.
According to B.R. Mitchell and Phyllis Deane’s statistics, throughout the 1700s sugar
was consistently the most significant import into Britain in terms of value until it was sur-
passed in value by cotton in the 1800s.37 Alongside these physical imports and exports,
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connected industries in banking and insurance developed.38 In 2018, Klas Rönnbäck
argued that while the “Triangular Trade” accounted for around 5 percent of British
GDP, by the end of the eighteenth century, the wider “American plantation complex”
and “dependent industries” accounted for an estimated 11 percent of British GDP.39

The term enslavement-associated commerce alludes to this wider portion of estimated
involvement within Britain.

While Williams focused on Britain and the Caribbean, American scholars – including
Ronald Bailey, Sven Beckert and Edward E. Baptist – have highlighted the connection
between slavery and the development of capitalism within the USA.40 Though this
work has been accused of being oddly disconnected from, and twisting, the British-
focused work of Williams, they are “parallel debate[s] about slavery and economic devel-
opment.”41 Both interlink with the work of Kenneth Pomeranz, who stresses that it was
“abolishing the land constraint” – through the colonisation of the Americas and the sub-
sequent introduction of slavery to provide the labour force, which in turn required sup-
plying – that allowed Western Europe to boom into the capitalist modern economy we
see today.42 As Beckert writes, “slavery, colonialism, and forced labour, among other
forms of violence, were not aberrations in the history of capitalism, but were at its very
core.”43 This appeal draws attention the importance of the transatlantic slave trade, as
a horrific underpinning factor in early global capitalism, to highlight that its importance
is understated where the narrative is overly simplified to an isolated triangle. Complicat-
ing the triangles will visually embed enslaved labour within a more expansive connected
trade network, that made the trade in human beings financially worthwhile for numerous
groups across the Atlantic.

A range of other work are pulled together here to encourage exploration of wider geo-
graphies, beginning with the mainland colonies in the North Atlantic. Pomeranz argues
that, compared to other European nations, Britain benefited through a triangular trade
of supply whereby it provided manufactures to the North American colonies, which in
turn supplied food for the enslaved labourers in the Caribbean, who produced crops, par-
ticularly sugar.44 This was yet another triangular trade. Pellizzari similarly recently argued
that trade “between North America and the Caribbean was crucial to the economic
growth of the early modern British empire.”45 Historians have noted that the North Amer-
ican colonists used their trades with the Caribbean, Africa and Southern Europe, to pay
financial deficits to Britain.46 Further, Knick Harley has controversially argued, reflecting
on Williams’ work, that while the “Atlantic economy” was important for the growth of
the eighteenth century British economy, this was not because of the Caribbean sugar
colonies but rather because of trade with the colonies in mainland North America.47 All
of this indicates that in an accurate depiction of enslavement-associated commerce
North America, where enslaved labourers also worked, should not be ignored.

An important element of trade between the Americas and Britain was the prevalence
of bilateral – rather than triangular – trades. Historians have highlighted that in both Liver-
pool and Bristol, alongside those involved in slaving voyages, were traders whose voyages
did not visit Africa, but thrived off enslaved labour nonetheless. In his discussion of Bristol,
Kenneth Morgan states that “bilateral trading vessels […] took the lion’s share of return
cargoes in tropical produce” in the late eighteenth century, while slaving vessels returned
with bills of exchange as remittance.48 In her discussion of Liverpool, Sheryllynne Hagg-
erty likewise highlights the “propensity of bilateral” trade.49 In his work on mahogany –
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which was harvested by enslaved labourers – Adam Bowett also stresses that “the bulk of
mahogany reaching these shores did so on vessels concerned only in the two-way
trade.”50 Bilateral trade was prominent because those trading vessels could time their
arrival to coincide with the harvesting of sugar at the beginning of the year, and they ben-
efitted from the protection of sailing in fleets and convoys during wartime.51 In addition
to “timing and space,” the triangular and bilateral “symbiotic trades made perfect sense”
because “it would have proved impossible for food to be delivered to the West Indies on
the same vessels as those delivering slaves.”52 The slaving vessels could not carry enough
to meet the necessary volume required to supply food for the plantation population, and,
moreover, they were too unhygienic to carry foodstuffs. Understanding the importance of
bilateral trade further highlights the horror of the slave trade itself. Slaving ships were so
gruesome that, as abolitionists historically evoked, they were followed by sharks. Marcus
Rediker takes that specific element of the trade in enslaved people to highlight that “we
must remember that extraordinary violence has always been central to the making of
modern capitalism.”53

This article also looks geographically beyond the North Atlantic Ocean to demonstrate
that enslavement-associated commerce should embedded within a narrative of global
trade. It looks towards Brazil and Asia, as well as inland away from the oceans. Further,
another approach which has been neglected is to study connections to the empire in
India and the use of Indian textiles to purchase enslaved people in Africa. These connec-
tions reveal that it is “myopic” – as Giorgio Riello argues – to view Atlantic and Asian trade
as separate.54 When compiled together, these arguments point to a far more complex,
interconnected network of enslavement-associated commerce than that suggested by
the basic triangles. The complexity in turn helps explain why the slave trade, as a key sup-
plier within global commerce, existed and persisted. Further details of that complexity will
be explored in the following sections.

Enslavement-associated commerce in the North Atlantic

It has become clear that North Atlantic trade was “far more complex and interdependent”
than the simple triangular image suggests.55 Enslavement-associated commerce instead
involved various overlapping bilateral and multi-faceted trades. Morgan’s diagram of
“Shipping routes in the Atlantic Ocean, c. 1750” (Figure 2), is very useful as a visual depic-
tion of the more complex narrative of Atlantic trade formed by recent historiography.56

Morgan’s diagram includes twenty labels indicating traded commodities; three of
which are labelled “slaves” while two further arrows, labelled “European products” and
“Rum,” are also directed to the West African coast. Within his diagram both the British
and North American triangles can be seen. However, the remaining enslavement-associ-
ated commerce depicted is less immediately explicit in its connection to enslavement.
Morgan’s diagram reflects Ogborn’s observation that, “considering all the movements
of goods and people in the Atlantic world means that the basic triangle soon becomes
overlain by a more complex pattern of exchanges.”57

One museum stands as an exception to the usual display of triangles discussed above,
as it does currently feature a visual diagram that represents some, though not all, of the
complexities depicted by Morgan. The National Maritime Museum (NMM), in Greenwich,
opened an Atlantic Worlds gallery in 2007 to explore the “interrelationship, connections
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and exchanges created between Britain, Africa and the Americas between 1600–1850.”58

Transatlantic slavery is one of the subjects covered within the gallery. Within the space is a
diagram of the “Atlantic Trade System, 1768–1872” (Figure 3). Disappointingly, unlike the
majority of triangles discussed here, this more complex diagram is set into a table rather

Figure 2. “Shipping routes in the Atlantic Ocean, c. 1750” from Morgan, Slavery, Atlantic Trade and the
British Economy 1660–1800. Courtesy of Cambridge University Press.

Figure 3. “Atlantic Trade System, 1768–72” diagram at the National Maritime Museum. Photo taken
by author (April 2019). Courtesy of the National Maritime Museum.
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than being displayed prominently on a wall. Nevertheless, it provides a more detailed
visual explanation of trade within the North Atlantic.

Rather than visually simplifying hundreds of years of history the NMM depicts a specific
moment in time: 1768–1772. These are years, as Morgan has noted, for which “fairly full
data” is available.59 Furthermore, during this period the North American colonies were still
part of the British Empire. The diagram focuses on the North Atlantic, with prevailing
winds and currents marked beside bold, dark, labelled arrows highlighting what was
traded (Figure 4). Amongst the eleven labelled arrows, visitors may still discern a triangle
with “manufactured goods” going to Africa and “enslaved people” heading to the Amer-
icas, and more particularly the Caribbean. The North American triangular trade is not
depicted. Nevertheless, eight of the arrows are presented in pairs to represent bilateral
trade, largely between the Americas and Europe, and nine indicate trade that did not
directly include Africa.

Importantly, trade between the Caribbean and Britain – which is usually depicted as a
one directional final leg of the triangular trade – is depicted as one of several bilateral
trades at the NMM. Similarly to Morgan, the museum shows that “manufactured
goods”were supplied to the Caribbean while “sugar” returned. Morgan also includes mol-
asses and fruit alongside sugar. The NMM’s diagram also highlights that there was bilat-
eral trade between North America and Britain. The museum provides just one pair of
arrows to depict bilateral trade with Britain, while Morgan uses three but again, they
provide the same message that raw materials – “tobacco, rice and indigo” at the NMM
– were shipped to Britain and manufactured products were returned. As noted, bilateral

Figure 4. Close up of the “Atlantic Trade System, 1768–72” diagram at the National Maritime Museum.
Photo taken by author (April 2019). Courtesy of the National Maritime Museum.
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trade between Britain and the Americas – as depicted by Morgan and at the NMM – was a
core element of enslavement-associated commerce. Supplies were taken to the colonies,
including clothing and metal wares, and produce from plantations was returned. In the
1700s the North American colonies imported more supplies, by value, from Britain than
they exported back, but this is erased in a triangle where an arrow points only from
the Americas to Britain.60

It should be recognised that there are brief acknowledgements of the bilateral trade
between Britain and the Americas at other English museum sites, though not as part of
large eye-catching installations. Upstairs at the Lancaster Maritime Museum, within a
room on “Lancaster and the Slave Trade,” a small diagram of Atlantic trade does note
bilateral trade, between Britain and the Caribbean, which is omitted elsewhere in the
site’s depictions of triangles.61 At the Museum of London Docklands, the large simple tri-
angle displayed is also challenged by a “Rates of freight to the West Indies” excerpt which
is displayed beneath it. An accompanying label explains that: “Almost everything that was
needed for the plantation had to be imported from Britain.”62 However, this – unlike the
large diagram –may be missed if visitors are grazing, and, even if the visitors do read this
label, they may understandably assume that all plantation supplies were first taken to
Africa and then transported with the enslaved Africans, because that is what the triangle
suggests.

Opposite the “Triangle Trade” installation at the Museum of London Docklands,
another display refers to the West India Docks – on which the museum now sits – as
“the physical manifestation of London’s corner of the Triangle Trade.”63 However, it con-
tinues to elaborate that while only “22 known slave trading ships” used the dock between
1802 and 1807, the “new dock company was granted a monopoly on all West India pro-
ducts shipped into London.”64 While it is not made explicit within this display, bilateral
trade contributed significantly to the volume of those West India products, particularly
after the abolition of the transatlantic trade in enslaved people in 1807, just five years
after the Docks opened. This is reflected in that, rather than 1807 ending trade from
the West Indies, in the years immediately thereafter, there was an excess supply of
sugar flooding into the West India Docks.65 The sugar was still cultivated by enslaved
labourers.

The final aspect of the NMM “Atlantic Trade System” diagram discussed here does not
appear within other visual depictions of the slave trade triangle at English museums.
Unlike the others, the NMM diagram highlights bilateral trade between the Caribbean
and North America, with “rum and sugar” being shipped North and “rice, flour, grain,
fish and timber” being delivered to the plantations in the important supply trade. In
Morgan’s diagram the lines are slightly split, and “livestock” is listed as a supplied item,
while “molasses” is listed as the return product. Broadly though, these are depicting
the same bilateral trade that is usually ignored in diagrams at English museums, and
the NMM offers a rare example of visual acknowledgement of North Atlantic bilateral
trade.

Despite the importance of the mainland North American colonies, this trade is usually
ignored in English triangles. Ira Berlin differentiated between “slave societies,” such as
those with plantations in the Caribbean or US South, and “societies with slaves.”66

However, that divide has been challenged by numerous scholars due to the importance
of trade with the Caribbean for the US states in the North, and particularly New England.67
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As Wendy Warren writes “slavery was only ‘marginal to commerce’ […] if the region [of
New England] is examined in isolation.”68 Therefore, vision beyond an imagined isolated
triangle is essential.

Particularly before American independence, the mainland North American colonies –
from Newfoundland in modern day Canada to the Carolinas – played a key role in the
supply of provisions to Caribbean plantations.69 This supply chain also continued after
independence, as merchants in the Caribbean continued to use suppliers they had pre-
viously used and trusted.70 North America also provided another market for products
from the plantations, particularly molasses which was key to their own triangular trade.
As noted above, the NMM depicts a moment in time (1768–1772) when the North Amer-
ican colonies were part of the British Empire, and this supply line is part of British history.

However, at the NMM while the trade of rum and sugar to North America is high-
lighted, during a period of colonial rule, the trade in enslaved people is not. The recently
introduced “Intra-American” database, which is accessible in addition to the Trans-Atlantic
database by Slave Voyages, notes that there were over 11,000 intra-American voyages
between 1550 and 1841, including hundreds after 1807.71 This was Atlantic slave
trading wherein the enslaved people were not taken from Africa, but rather from other
areas of the Americas. In his illustration, Morgan highlights that enslaved people were
taken both directly to North America from Africa, but also to the North from the Carib-
bean. Morgan’s diagram also features an unlabelled line to demonstrate intra-American
trade up the North American coast. This is a vital omission at the NMM where the destina-
tion of the enslaved people is unclear as the labelled arrow ends before the Caribbean.
While the “Atlantic trade system” diagram offers complications beyond the simple tri-
angles, it could be further developed.

Wider neglected geographies

The NMM’s failure to mark the various destinations of enslaved people is common at
several English sites, and this leads us towards the geographically focused critiques.
The English museums discussed here largely illustrate a limited narrative of the slave
trade that centres on the British Atlantic, and in particular the British Caribbean. The tri-
angles preferred destination of the Caribbean reflect that the exhibits, in which they are
situated, more broadly overwhelmingly focus on British plantation ownership in the West
Indies. This focus may be the result of the choice to consult with members of the British
African-Caribbean community before 2007, however researchers found that those con-
sulted – who were limited in number – often “did not feel listened to” as the museums
had pre-determined aims and content for the exhibitions.72 Instead this may suggest
that museums had already decided to perpetuate the established slave trade triangle.
The focus on the British Caribbean may also therefore reflect the aforementioned histori-
cal divide between histories of slavery in the USA and the former British Caribbean, which
interlink with different national narratives.

The failure to clearly illustrate where enslaved people were taken to and labouring, is
visible within the simple triangle at the Museum of London Docklands, where the sole des-
tination of the arrow from Africa is the Caribbean. At Wilberforce House Museum the arrow
goes over the historical colony of British Guiana in northern South America – where the
labelled dot marking “enslaved Africans” falls – but again the arrow appears to terminate
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in the Caribbean (Figure 5). While the arrow from Britain does split to suggest three des-
tinations in West Africa, there is only one destination indicated in the Americas – “The Car-
ibbean Islands.” At the M Shed in Bristol, there is also a small second arrow suggesting that
some enslaved people were delivered to the area around Florida, but the return trade in
the triangle appears to be originating from the Caribbean. Acknowledgement of the trans-
portation of enslaved people to the North American continent is rare.

However, if enslavement-associated commerce, that relied on enslaved labour, is being
highlighted then it must be made visually clear where enslaved labourers were trans-
ported to and working. Without this, visitors can only imply that products such as
tobacco, rice and indigo – that were traded from North America for manufactured
goods from Britain – were cultivated by enslaved labour. Enslavement was not
confined to the Caribbean, though these diagrams visually suggest this. Within the
British Empire alone slavery existed in all the North American colonies until American
Independence.

Furthermore, enslavement and British involvement in enslavement-associated com-
merce was not restricted to the former British colonies in the Caribbean and North
America. While overseas trade operated under Navigation Acts which “provided a large
protected market for British manufactures,” trade did not take place solely within that
sphere for the British, and other nations were involved in enslavement-associated com-
merce.73 The NMM and International Slavery Museum (ISM) in Liverpool offer some indi-
cations of these practices. The NMM’s “Atlantic Trade System” diagram includes bilateral
trade between North America and the Iberian Peninsula. They acknowledge that products
such as meat, fish, flour and grain were supplied to Iberia in exchange for wine and salt,
rather than other manufactured products. The interactive screens at the ISM acknowledge
more widespread international involvement in direct slaving voyages by highlighting
slave trading ports in Britain, Denmark, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Portugal, Brazil,
Cuba and the USA. Elsewhere there is no visual acknowledgement in the triangles that
Brazil for example was the intended destination for over five million enslaved Africans,
some two million more than the British Caribbean.74 None of the static diagrams note

Figure 5. Close up of “The Triangular Trade” diagram at Wilberforce House Museum. Photo taken by
author (April 2019). Courtesy of Hull Culture and Leisure Ltd.
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the transportation of enslaved people into the South Atlantic. Instead, all the previously
discussed triangles, including the previous NMM “Atlantic Trade System” diagram, focus
on the North Atlantic. However, enslavement-associated commerce was far more
complex, reaching beyond the complex trade networks in the British North Atlantic,
beyond the Atlantic Ocean, and inland away from the oceans altogether.

These neglected geographies also highlight that focusing on the British North Atlantic
limits the chronological narrative, even if it is not explicitly stated as it is at the NMM; as it
ignores ongoing trade with slaving societies including Brazil and within the South Atlan-
tic. While slavery was abolished in the British Caribbean colonies in the 1830s, “slave
societies” continued to contribute to British imports throughout the mid-nineteenth
century, during the period Dale Tomich and Michael Zeuske have termed “second
slavery.”75 There was a “hidden Atlantic” – as Zeuske phrases it – after slave trading
was illegalised, during a “transitional phase” from legally condoned slavery to more
fluid forms of slavery that continue to the present day.76 During this period, slavery
was not abolished in the Southern USA until 1865, following the American Civil War,
and not until 1880 in Cuba and 1888 in Brazil. In the interim, the USA dominated raw
cotton supply in the nineteenth century, Cuba – which also provided large amounts of
mahogany – became the “world’s leading sugar producer,” while “Brazil emerged as
the world’s dominant producer [of coffee].”77 Britain continued to trade with these
countries after British abolition, and this continued business led Williams to conclude
that British capitalists’ attitudes to slavery were “relative not absolute.”78 Building on Wil-
liams, Joseph Inikori has more recently argued that “African slavery in Spanish America,
Brazil, the United States, and the non-British Caribbean all played very important roles
in the development process in England,” reinforcing the point that the Atlantic was an
“interdependent economic region.”79 Consequently, in her 2007 book, After Abolition,
Marika Sherwood describes her “anger and frustration with historians and nationalist pro-
pagandists” for ignoring this continued trade with the USA, Cuba and Brazil.80

The chronological narrowing can be seen in the exhibits more broadly and is reinforced
by the triangles focusing on the British Caribbean. This reflects that the ISM, NMM,
Museum of London Docklands and Wilberforce House Museum all opened, or re-
opened, their slavery galleries for the bicentenary and that in that climate, they failed
to strongly break free of the abolition framework chronologically, beyond very brief
acknowledgement of the English cotton industry’s continued reliance on enslaved
labour. Emma Waterton concludes that by focusing on the 1807 Act other narratives
were “excluded, overwritten and ultimately rejected.”81 Britain’s continued connections
to enslaved labour are one example.

The triangles, which show enslaved people as being delivered to broadly the Carib-
bean, may generously be interpreted as including Cuba within their scope, even
though the island is never labelled. However, they do not encourage any reflection on
the importance of the US South or Brazil. While elsewhere in the exhibits that house
these triangles, the US South and its cotton supply receive occasional brief mentions,
as Sherwood has pointed out, Brazil – with its “slave-dependent economy” – does not
commonly feature “in British historical imagination or interest,” or its museum displays.82

At the ISM it is noted as a destination for enslaved people but no diagram discusses that
Brazil supplied goods, including cotton, coffee and sugar, to Britain. In the 1830s and
1840s, following Brazilian independence from Portugal in the 1820s, Brazil accounted
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“for between a third and a half of the trade” between Britain and all of Central and South
America.83 In addition to imports, British manufacturers also continued to export to these
societies. For example, Derbyshire based George Fletcher and Co. sent sugar processing
machinery to Brazil and Cuba in the 1860s, before either country had abolished slavery.84

None of this is alluded to in the current North Atlantic triangles.
To further reinforce the arguments that Britain took a “relative” approach to enslave-

ment, Britain did not abolish slavery in the territories of the East India Company in the
1833 Abolition Act.85 Furthermore, as Morgan highlights, “it was not until the 1920s
that slavery ended in British-held parts of Nepal and Burma.”86 This look eastwards
moves us towards the next geography which is neglected within the current triangles.

Enslavement-associated commerce should not only be confined to the Atlantic sphere,
but rather can be embedded within a narrative of global trade. In particular, further atten-
tion should be paid to Asia since “the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean trades were not sep-
arate.”87 On the African coast textiles were often traded for enslaved people, and the “East
India textile component of the trade” was “so important.”88 The Portuguese were trading
Indian cottons in Africa from the 1580s.89 The Indian cottons were also used by English
traders prior to the development of Britain’s own industrial cotton industry, through
import substitution industrialisation.90 England, like other European nations, prohibited
the import and wearing of Asian textiles in the Calico Acts (1702 and 1721), which
“ended up being a protectionist measure that facilitated processes of substitution.”91

Nevertheless, outside of England itself, “in the 1740s, at the peak of their popularity,
Asian cottons accounted for up to 60 percent of all textiles exported to Africa.”92

On the family level, Chris Jeppesen has also drawn attention to “the intricate networks
woven by individuals, families and firms between the Atlantic and Indian Ocean worlds,”
including those involved in both plantation ownership and the East India Company.93 The
English East India Company “dominated the intercontinental side of operations [of trade
from Asia], with cottons becoming a staple product for European markets and for consu-
mers in the Americas and in West Africa.”94 Jeppesen vitally links the “process of selective
remembering” of the empire to the “impression of two separate empires, one in North
America and another in Asia.”95 Challenging this division, challenges the previous
erasure. As Sean Kelley argues, there is a need for “historians of the transatlantic slave
trade to pay much more attention to Asia,”which “will force historians beyond the familiar
bounds of Atlantic history and in the direction of a truly global account of the slave
trade.”96 While by the late twentieth century intercontinental Atlantic history had
“become fashionable,” historians are now looking beyond the Atlantic.97 Within this,
enslavement-associated commerce is seen as part of an “interconnected, global
project.”98

On this issue, the NMM again provides an interesting example of current practice, in
the Tudor and Stuart Seafarers gallery which opened in September 2018. In the new
gallery, there is a map of “Important Sea Trade Routes 1500–1700” (Figure 6). In this
diagram, Britain remains the focus, with the majority of arrows pointing to or from the
island, and an Atlantic triangle is visible. The movement of enslaved people is marked
by a labelled orange line from Africa, which splits to more accurately identify destinations
in northern South America, the Caribbean and North America, unlike in their Atlantic
Worlds gallery. The triangle is completed with green lines, marking imports including
sugar and tobacco, and a blue line to Africa which highlights the export of woollen
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cloth and weapons. Further green lines note that fur was imported from North America,
hemp and wood from Northern Europe and ivory from Africa alongside this. The brief link
to Baltic trade illustrates Haggerty’s claim that “the importance of the slave trade can be
fully understood only as a component of a wider system of trading activity linking the
continental colonies (later the US), to the trades with the Baltic and the Mediterranean.”99

Exploration of connections to Mediterranean trade are yet to be visualised.
The above diagram also goes further and connects Atlantic trade to trade with Asia.

The new gallery is not dedicated to slavery, and no diagram within the 2007 slavery
focused exhibits does this. In this new “Important Sea Trade Routes” diagram a blue
line notes the exportation of silver eastwards, while green lines highlight that silk, tex-
tiles, tea, porcelain and spices were being imported from India and China in particular.
There is, however, no trade indicated between Asia and West Africa, or anywhere but
Britain, despite the aforementioned importance of Indian textiles. However, Riello notes
that “no Indian or Asia trader was directly trading” in West Africa, and instead they
were involved in “indirect trade to the Atlantic, either through Europe or through a
series of intermediaries in East and North Africa.”100 For example by the 1790s “a
quarter of all cottons imported [by the English East India Company] from India into
the port of London found their way to African consumers” – reflecting the scale of
this trade.101 While it is not inaccurate to display Britain as an intermediary for
those textiles, visitors may assume they are solely British textiles being exported.
Riello also highlights that vast amounts of cotton goods were provided to plantations
in the Caribbean and South America, but that again, to complicate the visual ease of
these diagrams, many cottons were re-exported from Europe.102 This important narra-
tive is not visually represented, if discussed at all, at sites dedicated to the transatlantic
slave trade and slavery.

Figure 6. “Important Sea Trade Routes 1500–1700” diagram at the National Maritime Museum. Photo
taken by author (April 2019). Courtesy of the National Maritime Museum.
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Another neglected geography within the triangle diagrams is the African continent.
There is no visualisation of the capture, trade and journeys of enslaved people towards
the West African coast before they were sold to the European traders. Visitors are not
shown that those enslaved and supplied to the Americas originated from a broad geo-
graphic region. Thomas and Bean argue that the majority “originated in a belt approxi-
mately two hundred miles deep along the west coast of Africa.”103 Sitwell has also
more recently acknowledged that “outside West Africa, vast regions of West Central
and Central Africa exported millions of slaves into the transatlantic slave trade.”104

Ogborn also offers a map of the complex trans-Saharan trade routes.105 While slavery
already existed within the African continent, some states and individuals became
“fishers of men,” who were provided with an “intensified economic incentive” by increas-
ing European demand.106 These internal journeys are not depicted within the current tri-
angles which create an illusion that those enslaved all originated from the western coastal
region or that they were captured by Europeans. Possibly, this history is deliberately neg-
lected to avoid the divisive and evasive discussions over the involvement of various
African states in transatlantic slavery. This is acknowledged as the case at the ISM,
where Munroe has highlighted that “the curators of the ISM were aware of the evasive,
silencing tactic of the ‘Africans sold their own’ argument.”107 There is usually at least
some acknowledgment of different African ethnicities, cultures and societies within the
broader exhibits. In the triangles, however, the lack of representation of activity within
the African continent may reinforce a homogeneous view of Africa and African people
that underpinned the practice of enslavement.

More broadly, the triangles neglect inland activity on all the continents included in
enslavement-associated commerce. This is the final neglected geography that will be dis-
cussed. The oceans dominate these diagrams and visually promote the “maritimization”
of slavery. This term is taken from John Beech who identified that “maritimization” is pro-
blematic because “it effectively defines slavery as essentially the slave trade” and “it
defines slavery as a maritime activity.”108 Moody has challenged whether Beech’s mariti-
mization works on a port city level.109 Nevertheless, in her recent book on Liverpool she is
repeatedly critical that “the familiar image of the ‘triangular’ trade” was drawn “across the
ocean” to “point the triangle of slave trading away from the city.”110 Consequently, Moody
identifies “trading triangles” as one of mechanisms through which forgetting is achieved,
as they draw attention to and across the ocean.111 While maritime trade played an impor-
tant role, the “Atlantic World” is not solely the Atlantic Ocean, but rather it contained “dis-
parate geographies” on the land masses the ocean touched.112 In Britain, as an island, the
ocean has played a pivotal role in national history, but that history has not taken place
entirely at sea or in the port cities. The English consumers and producers interwoven
with enslavement-associated commerce, often lived many miles from the ports. The
web of commerce similarly reached inland on other continents, and the enslaved
labour that fuelled the network took place on land.

Yet the diagrams fail to communicate that enslavement-associated commerce
involved inland activity. Elsewhere in the exhibits discussed in this article, there is some
acknowledgement of associated inland trades in Britain, such as those raised by Williams,
including textile manufacturing and banking. However, the information on the breadth of
on land enslavement-associated commerce is left to smaller text which may be by-passed
by visitors, unlike the simple eye-catching triangles which focus the visitors onto maritime
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trade. The triangles also further visually reinforce this “maritimization” because the Atlan-
tic Ocean dominates the image due to its comparative size.

Concluding comments and recommendations

This article has demonstrated that while the simple slave trade triangle diagrams can be
powerful, their prevalence in museums is problematic because they suggest a limited nar-
rative and consequently understate the importance of enslaved labour to global com-
merce. These simple diagrams are particularly problematic because, while visitors are
unlikely to study every detail included in the exhibits, they are large eye-catching
pieces. Through compiling historians’ work, it has highlighted that enslavement-associ-
ated commerce in the North Atlantic was far more complex than a simple triangle, and
that it should be embedded in a more expansive geographic narrative.

Perhaps understandably English museums focus on British trade, particularly with
British colonies in the North Atlantic, but by failing to embed this within the broader,
more accurate, narrative of expansive enslavement-associated commerce they limit
understanding of the importance of enslaved labour to British, and global, history. High-
lighting only the triangle narrows the narrative onto those directly involved in slavery
within the British Atlantic. Meanwhile these depictions by-pass other interwoven mari-
time merchants and connected land-based industries. Rejecting the simplicity of the tri-
angle is interwoven with acknowledging that transatlantic slavery was not solely the affair
of the thousands of owners and managers of plantations, or the owners and captains of
the slaving voyages. Instead, more complex diagrams promote understanding that
enslaved labour was an integral part of the global economy, particularly in the 1700s.
This more expansive viewpoint helps promote understanding of why the transportation
of human beings for enslaved labour was perceived as being financially worthwhile for
various groups.

When designing future diagrams of the North Atlantic, the importance of bilateral
trade and associated trades that did not include the transportation of human beings,
should be included. Whilst depicting the movement of enslaved people, the destinations
suggested by the diagrams should be carefully considered, as should marking where
enslaved labourers were working across the Americas. When considering visual depictions
of the scale and geographies of the transportation of enslaved people specifically from
Africa to the Americas, further inspiration can be found in Eltis and Richardson’s Atlas
for the Transatlantic Slave Trade.113 The Atlas visualises the data provided on the Trans-
Atlantic Slave Trade Database, “as it existed in January 2008.”114 Neither of these tools
were easily available to those planning for the previous bicentenary and should be invalu-
able for the next. Along with marking where enslaved labourers were working, all the con-
nected traded products could also be visually marked. Ideally installations should also
look beyond the British Atlantic, particularly to include Brazil, Africa and Asia, to
provide the most expansive explanation of the value of enslaved labour possible.

As has been highlighted, two current more complex exhibit examples are provided at
the National Maritime Museum, though neither diagram includes all aspects discussed in
this article and the two diagrams feature in separate galleries. The International Slavery
Museum also acknowledges more widespread international involvement in the trade of
human beings over the oceans within their interactive screens. These challenge the
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static illusion created by the other diagrams by including literal motion. Installations such
as these are not only more engaging, but they provide a better impression of physical
movement and could be replicated.

An ideal installation would not only include illustrated movement across the global
oceans, but it would also include connected inland trade; as well as slavery-associated
wealth such as that highlighted by the Legacies of British-Slave Ownership database –
which has also been developed since 2007.115 To facilitate this a larger space would be
required than is presently used for the triangular diagrams. This more complex installation
could take the form of a large film which introduces an exhibit, or a similarly compulsory
immersive room which uses the floor, walls and ceiling to depict this complex trade. Due
to common space restrictions, acknowledgement of inland trade may include secondary
diagrams, but the size and placement in comparison to a diagram showing ocean-based
activity should be deeply considered so as to not perpetuate the “maritimization” of slavery.

I have drawn together many references for consideration and inspiration for future
exhibit curators, and here I have offered some recommendations. Visitor surveys would
also help confirm how visitors interpret the current triangles, and museums should
work with public pilot groups to explore their understanding and develop future installa-
tions. Whatever different choices may be made, it is hoped that the powerful but proble-
matic simple slave trade triangle diagrams will be superseded by diagrams which visually
illuminate the importance of enslaved labour to early global capitalism within enslave-
ment-associated commerce.
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